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that earlier might have been given to the acquisition of skill
in writing. In the first and second grades a child may be
given individual help in writing a report of some experi-
ence or in sending a message to someone. Large sheets of
paper and good-sized writing instruments will permit the
use of large muscles and freedom of movements that are
natural to young children. If all the children in a group
wish to learn to write a letter or a story, they may be taught
the specific sentences they wish to communicate. The best
practice appears to be to introduce waiting in the primary
grades whenever the children feel the need of it as a tool
of communication, and to provide opportunity for systematic
practice with instruction as more skill is needed.
The printed form of writing called manuscript writing,
although considered preferable for beginners, is, in some
ways, inferior to cursive writing for general adult use. Free-
man12 recommended that the change from manuscript to
cursive writing be made in the latter half of the second
grade.
Standards in handwriting for the primary grades vary
with the teaching practice in the school.13 Legibility is of
first importance; speed of secondary consideration. Individ-
uality in the handwriting is acquired after the mechanics
of forming the letters have been mastered. Legibility and
good form may be measured on the Ayres Measuring Scale
for Handwriting, part of which is reproduced on page 34L
The numbers indicate the quality of the particular sampling
of handwriting presented. It does not follow-that all pri-
mary children should reach a given quality at a given speed,
In teaching beginning writing there is a tendency for many
teachers to strive too much for perfection.
Drawing. — By the time a child enters school, he has
usually passed through the scroll or scribbling and the line
stages and has learned to draw a picture of a man which can
 12	Frank N. Freeman, "An Evaluation of Manuscript Writing," Elementary
School Journal, XXXVI  (February, 1936), 446-455.
 13	W. W. Beatty, "Manuscript Writing; an Effective Tool for Adult Life,*
The Nation's Schools, XVIII (September, 1936), 30-32.

